
1The parties before the Commission are Edward
Gallagher, Domtar Industries, Inc., and Liberty Mutual
Insurance Company.  However, notice of these proceedings
with an opportunity to present evidence was also provided by
a letter to Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois and to
Disability Management Services, since these entities paid
benefits related to the left knee injury currently at issue
in this claim.  Neither Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois
or Disability Management Services responded to this
examiner’s correspondence mailed on February 19, 2013.  
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case comes on for a decision on stipulations and

documentary evidence without a live hearing.  The following

stipulations were submitted by the parties in a Prehearing

Order filed on February 19, 2013, and are hereby accepted1:

1. The Commission has jurisdiction of this claim.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed
at all relevant times.

3. The claimant was hit by a clamp truck on
December 23, 2010.  He sustained admittedly
compensable injuries to his head and his right
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thigh and did not miss time from work due to the
accident.  His medical bills were paid.

4. The claimant was walking down a hallway on
December 28, 2010, when his left knee gave way
causing him to fall.

5. The claimant had surgery on his left knee on
January 18, 2011, for a meniscus tear.  The
respondents paid for that surgery.

  
6. The claimant was paid his salary while off work

from January 18, 2011, and then temporary total
disability benefits during the period from May 28,
2011, to October 12, 2011, at the maximum
compensation rate of $562.00.

7. The claimant had a total knee replacement on the
left leg on November 21, 2011.  No benefits have
been paid by the respondents for the total knee.

8. The respondents controvert in its entirety the
claimant’s contention that he sustained a left
knee injury on December 23, 2010, and/or on
December 28, 2010.  The respondents now contend
that the left knee injury and the subsequent
treatment were the result of the idiopathic
incident on December 28, 2010, and not the result
of either of the alleged accidents, and that
claimant cannot sustain his burden of proof with
regard to the alleged left knee injury.

9. The claimant had health insurance with Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Illinois, and they have paid
$39,022.58 pursuant to the itemized payment
history provided by them.

10. The claimant’s annual salary at the time of his
injury was approximately $103,000.  The claimant
has not received short term disability benefits
but has been paid long term disability benefits
representing 70% of his salary since around the
time that the workers’ compensation benefits began
on May 28, 2011.  The respondents paid for a
standard policy that covered 60% of his salary. 
The claimant elected to pay an additional premium
that increased the coverage to 70%.  The
claimant’s check was reduced by the long term
carrier to take into consideration the workers’
compensation payments during the period that
temporary total disability was paid.  These
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benefits will continue to be paid until the
claimant turns 65 years old on July 18, 2014.

11. Disability Management Services, the long term
disability provider, has not responded to letters
written to them by claimant’s attorney on July 17,
2012, and on August 22, 2012.   

By agreement of the parties, the issues to be presented

and resolved at the present time are:

Claimant:

1. Whether the additional medical treatment claimant
has had after October 12, 2011, has been
reasonable, necessary, and related to his
compensable injuries such that respondents should
be ordered to pay for same including the total
knee replacement performed by Dr. Jeffrey DeHaan.

2. Whether claimant is entitled to additional
temporary total disability benefits from
October 13, 2011, until he reached maximum medical
improvement, March 16, 2012.

3. From claimant’s ultimate date of maximum medical
improvement, claimant contends that he will be
entitled to permanent partial disability benefits
(50% to the leg).

4. Additional medical treatment if needed.

5. Attorney’s fees.

6. The issue of permanent and total disability is
reserved.

7. Subrogation interests of Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Illinois and of Disability Management Services
under Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-411.

Respondent:

1. Compensability of left knee injury (possible
idiopathic condition).

2. Compensability of total knee replacement.

3. Attorney fee.
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The record consists of: (1) Commission Exhibit 1: The

Evidentiary Order filed on February 19, 2013; (2) Joint

Exhibit 1: A photocopy of the oral deposition of Edward

Gallagher taken on July 16, 2012; (3) Joint Exhibit 2: An

indexed compilation of 215 pages of indexed medical and non-

medical documents; (4) Joint Exhibit 3: An 11 page

compilation of correspondence between Mr. Giles and Blue

Cross Blue Shield of Illinois and unanswered correspondence

from Mr. Giles addressed to Disability Management Services.

DISCUSSION

The threshold issue presented in this case is whether

Mr. Gallagher either sustained a compensable left knee

injury (in addition to his admittedly head and right thigh

injuries) in the clamp truck incident that occurred at work

on December 23, 2010, or instead sustained a compensable

left knee injury while walking down a hallway at work on

December 28, 2010.  

For the reasons discussed below, I find that Mr.

Gallagher has failed to prove by a preponderance of the

evidence that he sustained a compensable left knee injury on

either December 23, 2010, or on December 28, 2010.  Because

all of the medical treatment, the temporary disability, and

the permanent partial disability currently at issue before

the Commission are in regard to the claimant’s non-

compensable left knee problems, I find that the claimant has

failed to establish that he is entitled to an award of any
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portion of the medical treatment, the temporary disability,

or the permanent partial disability currently at issue. 

Because I conclude that Mr. Gallagher’s compensable injuries

only include his head and right thigh injuries sustained on

December 23, 2010, and since neither Blue Cross Blue Shield

of Illinois or Disability Management Services paid any

benefits related to Mr. Gallagher’s compensable head and

right thigh injuries, I find that neither Blue Cross Blue

Shield of Illinois nor Disability Management Services has

any potential subrogation interest related to Mr.

Gallagher’s compensable injuries.

The relevant facts in this case are largely not in

dispute.  Mr. Gallagher was for many years a shift

supervisor at Domtar’s mill. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 12) Prior to

December of 2010, Mr. Gallagher had had three surgeries to

his right knee, and the last surgery was a total knee

replacement in 2007. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 11) The 61 pages of

medical reports that the parties offered into evidence for

treatment before December 23, 2010, make no reference to Mr.

Gallagher ever receiving any testing or treatment related to

his left knee before December of 2010. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 1-61)

After the clamp truck incident on December 23, 2010,

Mr. Gallagher was treated and released that same day in the

emergency room for a laceration to his scalp. (Jt. Exh. 1 p.

65) Mr. Gallagher completed a Form N that same day

identifying his injuries as being on his head and his right
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2Although the deposition is dated July 16, 2010, at one
point, and June 16, 2012, at another point, I am persuaded
by discussion of current events (a birthday discussed on the
first page) and the Court Reporter’s date of certification
(July 25, 2012), that the deposition was actually taken on
July 16, 2012, two days before Mr. Gallagher’s birthday.

leg. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 62) Mr. Gallagher testified at one point

in his deposition taken on July 16, 2012,2 that, in addition

to his previously reported head and right thigh injuries,

Mr. Gallagher reported to his superiors at work on

December 26, 2012, that his left leg was also a little bit

sore. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 22) When questioned later by his own

attorney in the deposition, Mr. Gallagher indicated that the

left leg pain that he reported to his superiors on

December 26, 2010, was in the same place in his leg where he

experienced a pop and pain on December 28, 2010, i.e., in

his left knee. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 39) However, in Mr.

Gallagher’s contemporaneous handwritten notes offered into

evidence, Mr. Gallagher indicated that he reported his pains

in the December 26, 2010, meeting as “Right Leg/ Right

Chest/ & Left Lower Leg”, with no reference to the knee

specifically. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 83)

Mr. Gallagher continued to work when scheduled between

December 23, 2010, and December 28, 2010. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 22)

Mr. Gallagher’s supervisory job duties required, among other

things, walking up and down three flights of stairs

throughout his shift. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 13) 
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On December 28, 2010, Mr. Gallagher went downstairs to

ensure that workers had drained and washed out a dry end

pulper.  Mr. Gallagher testified that the floor was wet and

greasy, and that he picked up a hose to wash himself up a

bit and then rolled the hose up.  However, the hose had oil

on it, so Mr. Gallagher turned and started walking to the

maintenance sink across the aisle.  While walking to the

sink, Mr. Gallagher’s knee popped.  At that point, he could

not put pressure on it, and he could not walk.  He was

carried to the Safety Office in a golf cart before being

taken to the doctor. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 23-24)

The report of an MRI performed on January 4, 2011,

contained a history that Mr. Gallagher had sustained a

recent twisting injury and knee pain.  The radiologist’s

impression was that the MRI indicated the presence of a

complex horizontal tear in the posterior horn of the left

knee’s medial meniscus, mild osteoarthritis, and a small

joint effusion. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 77) After a short course of

conservative treatment, Dr. Darian Mitchell performed a left

knee partial medial meniscectomy and a chondroplasty of the

lateral tibial plateau, the patella, and the trochlea on

January 18, 2011. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 90) When Mr. Gallagher

continued to experience debilitating knee symptoms after a

much longer and more extensive course of conservative

treatment, Dr. Jeffrey DeHaan performed a total replacement
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of Mr. Gallagher’s left knee on November 22, 2011. (Jt. Exh.

2 p. 164)

Domtar and Liberty Mutual initially accepted Mr.

Gallagher’s left knee problems as work related and paid

benefits, but the respondents now contend that the left knee

problem that debilitated Mr. Gallagher beginning on

December 28, 2010, was idiopathic and therefore did not

arise out of his employment with Domtar. 

Issue 1: Did The Clamp Truck Incident At Work On
December 23, 2010, Cause Or Contribute To Mr. Gallagher’s
Knee Pop That Occurred On December 28, 2010?

To prove the occurrence of a compensable injury as a

result of a specific incident which is identifiable by time

and place of occurrence, the claimant must establish by a

preponderance of the evidence: (1) that an injury occurred

arising out of and in the scope of employment; (2) that the

injury caused internal or external harm to the body which

required medical services or resulted in disability or

death; (3) that the injury is established by medical

evidence supported by objective findings, as defined in Ark.

Code Ann. § 11-9-102(16); and (4) that the injury was caused

by a specific incident and is identifiable by time and place

of occurrence.  Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56

Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876 (1997).  A possible

aggravation of a preexisting condition, being a new injury,

must also meet the requirements for a compensable injury. 
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Ford v. Chemipulp Process, Inc., 63 Ark. App. 260, 977

S.W.2d 5 (1998).

     The claimant has the burden of proving by a

preponderance of the evidence that his current medical

problem at issue is causally related, at least in part, to

his employment.  Estridge v. Waste Management, 343 Ark. 276,

33 S.W.3d 167 (2000).  Questions of credibility and the

weight and sufficiency to be given evidence are matters

within the province of the Workers’ Compensation Commission. 

Swift-Eckrich, Inc. v. Brock, 63 Ark. App. 118, 975 S.W.2d

857 (1998).  The Arkansas Courts have long recognized that a

preexisting disease or infirmity does not necessarily

disqualify a claim if the employment aggravated,

accelerated, or combined with the disease or infirmity to

produce the disability for which compensation is sought. 

Jim Walter Homes Travelers Ins. v. Beard, 82 Ark. App. 607,

120 S.W.3d 160 (2003).

With regard to the causation requirement, a claimant is

not required to establish the causal connection between a

work-related incident and an injury by either expert medical

opinion or objective medical evidence.  See Wal-Mart Stores,

Inc. v. VanWagner, 337 Ark. 443, 990 S.W.2d 522 (1999).  In

fact, the Arkansas Courts have long recognized that a causal

relationship may be established between an employment-

related incident and a subsequent physical injury based on

evidence that the injury manifested itself within a
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reasonable period of time following the incident so that the

injury is logically attributable to the incident, where

there is no other reasonable explanation for the injury.

Hall v. Pittman Construction Co., 235 Ark. 104, 357 S.W.2d

263 (1962); Harris Cattle Company v. Parker, 256 Ark. 166,

506 S.W.2d 118 (1974).  However, if the disability does not

manifest itself until after the accident, so that reasonable

men might disagree about the existence of a causal

connection between the accident and disability, the issue

becomes a question of fact for the Commission's

determination.  Kivett v. Redmond Co., 234 Ark. 855, 355

S.W.2d 172 (1962).

The evidence in the present case which would appear to

this examiner to most support the possibility that Mr.

Gallagher’s left knee pop is somehow related to the earlier

clamp truck incident is the following sequence of 2012

deposition exchanges between Mr. Gallagher and his attorney

near the end of his deposition:

Q.  I just have a couple of follow-ups.  The gentleman
[sic] that you met on December 26th and made mention,
you think, of your left knee, was that Al Martin and
Troy Wilson?

A.  Yes, sir (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 38)

...

Q.  It wasn’t like you wrote out a statement of what
happened or anything like that?

A.  Well that’s what happens, them five or six people,
and Troy was the leader of that meeting.
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Q.  In terms of exactly what actually what happened at
the time to try to avoid it again?

A.  Yes.

Q.  The pain that you tell us about that you’re having
that you said, I think you made the comment not so much
that you’d make a big deal of it or something like that
at the time.  In the place where you had the popping
sensation and then had pain, could you tell us is it at
the same location, different location or can you----

A.  In the same location.

Q.  After this happened back in [sic] December 23, 2010
with the first incident that we talked about, have you
kept notes or made notes yourself of, I guess kind of
kept a written log of the events of everything that’s
gone on?

A.  Yes, sir, I have. (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 39)

However, to the extent that Mr. Gallagher and his

attorney suggested near the end of that 2012 deposition that

Mr. Gallagher had left knee problems actually beginning on

December 23, 2010, instead of beginning on December 28,

2010, I do not find that deposition testimony persuasive for

the following reasons.

First, nowhere in the first 37 pages of the 2012

deposition, and nowhere in Mr. Gallagher’s handwritten notes

offered into evidence, did Mr. Gallagher use the term “knee”

in reference to his discussions at work on December 26,

2010.  On page 22 of his 2012 deposition, Mr. Gallagher told

Mr. Ryburn that he informed his superiors at the meeting

that his “left leg” was a little bit sore. (Jt. Exh. 1 p.

23) Mr. Gallagher was more specific in his contemporaneous
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3I recognize that Dr. Lawson Kile’s report dated May 7,
2007, lists Mr. Gallagher’s chief complaint that day as left
knee pain.  However, the body of Dr. Kile’s report, and the
content of Dr. John Gregory’s report of June 11, 2007, both
persuade me that the chief complaint of left knee pain on
May 7, 2007, was a typographical error and should reference
the right knee, not the left knee. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 32, 37)

handwritten notes.  In those notes, Mr. Gallagher referenced

discussing his “left lower leg.” (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 83)

Second, whereas Mr. Gallagher has no documented history

of prior problems within his left knee3, Mr. Gallagher has

both a long history of right knee problems with surgeries

and a long unusual history of prior left lower leg problems. 

With regard to his left leg, Mr. Gallagher first presented

to his family doctor, Dr. Lawson Kile, with symptoms of

swelling and pitting edema from his left knee to his left

ankle on May 20, 2009, and was taken off work for

approximately three months while undergoing treatment for a

diagnosed deep vein thrombosis. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 45-53)

However, as recently as July 22, 2010, Mr. Gallagher sought

treatment for bilateral leg pain.  Dr. Marney Sorenson’s

physical examination that day indicated the presence of

trace edema in both legs, and a venous Doppler test that day

indicated the presence of Mr. Gallagher’s chronic deep vein

thrombosis in the popliteal vein of his left leg but no new

thrombosis.  Dr. Sorenson at that time deemed the etiology

of Mr. Gallagher’s bilateral leg symptoms as unclear. (Jt.

Exh. 2 p. 60)
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Given (1) the detailed nature of Mr. Gallagher’s

handwritten notes in evidence, (2) Mr. Gallagher’s long

history of prior right knee problems and (3) Mr. Gallagher’s

history of prior left lower leg problems, this examiner

concludes that Mr. Gallagher’s handwritten notes would have

referenced his left knee rather than his left lower leg, if

in fact he began experiencing left knee symptoms between the

clamp truck incident on December 23, 2010, and the safety

meeting on December 26, 2010.  

Third, I note that, by his own testimony, Mr. Gallagher

was required to routinely go up and down flights of stairs

when he worked, and there is no evidence whatsoever in

either Mr. Gallagher’s testimony, in his handwritten notes,

or in his medical reports indicating that Mr. Gallagher had

any difficulty using his left knee between December 23,

2010, and December 28, 2010, to engage in the highly

stressful activity of ascending stairs as part of his job

duties.

Fourth, Dr. Robert Holladay is the only physician to

examine Mr. Gallagher and review Mr. Gallagher’s medical

records before rendering an expert medical opinion as to

whether or not Mr. Gallagher’s left knee problems documented

in the medical record starting on December 28, 2010, are

causally related to the clamp truck incident that occurred

on December 23, 2010.  Dr. Holladay’s report in evidence

states that Mr. Gallagher reported that the incident
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regarding his left knee occurred approximately four or five

days after the event on December 23, 2010, and Dr. Holladay

opined that Dr. Holladay cannot relate the findings on Mr.

Gallagher’s subsequent left knee MRI to the event that

occurred on December 23, 2010. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 142-143)

Specifically, Dr. Holladay opined:

The work injury, as reported in the medical records and
by the claimant, involved a contusion to his right
thigh resulting in him being knocked backwards falling
and sustaining a laceration to his head.  In regards to
that specific injury, Mr. Gallagher has reached the
point of Maximum Medical Improvement.

Mr. Gallagher is under the impression that the
conditions with his left knee are related to the work
injury.  From my perspective, the claimant was merely
walking at the time he developed a pop in his knee.  He
was found to have advanced osteoarthritis in his knee
along with a meniscal tear, which is likely
degenerative.  There is no described mechanism of
physical activity as related to his work that would
have resulted in the ultimate findings noted by MRI of
the left knee with advance [sic] arthritic changes and
meniscal tear.  I cannot relate those particular
findings to the work event that occurred on 12/23/10. 
The claimant reports that this incident in regards to
the knee occurred approximately four or five days
following the event of 12/23/10. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 142-
143)

...
The condition of the left knee is coincidental and
likely related to the claimant’s age and not to any
work factors.  There was no description of trauma or
injury to the left knee other than walking.  Walking is
not considered a traumatic event.  It is a condition of
life.

The findings of the left knee objectively identify
advanced grade 4 osteoarthritic changes along with
degenerative meniscal changes in the left knee.  The
degenerative meniscal tears were likely pre-existing
and have no relationship to any work activities.  The
claimant is known to have had severe problems in his
right knee, which he claims is related to an injury
[sic] high school.  Interestingly, he has bilateral
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advanced osteoarthritic changes of his knees, which are
more likely genetic based and not to one specific
traumatic incident. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 144)

...
As I have stated above, the contusion of the right
thigh and laceration of his head is [sic] related to
the original injury.

The condition of the left knee is coincidental.  It is
not related to any specific work trauma or work
activity.  The claimant was merely walking when he had
a popping sensation in his knee and was later found to
have a meniscal tear.  There was no history from the
claimant or the medical records of a twisting injury,
slip, fall or trip.  The patient denies any symptoms in
his left knee prior to this one specific event. (Jt.
Exh. 2 p. 145)

Notably, Dr. Holladay’s examination of Mr. Gallagher in

October of 2011 - from which Dr. Holladay stated that Mr.

Gallagher denied any symptoms in his left knee prior to the

knee pop incident - occurred nine months before Mr.

Gallagher’s 2012 deposition - wherein Mr. Gallagher

indicated for the first time in the record that he in fact

did have left knee symptoms following the December 23, 2010,

incident, but prior to the December 28, 2010, incident where

his knee popped. 

Based on the history recorded by Dr. Holladay that Mr.

Gallagher was not experiencing any left knee symptoms before

his knee pop, and Dr. Holladay’s opinion that Mr.

Gallagher’s symptoms after the knee pop are not related in

any way to the clamp truck incident that occurred on

December 23, 2010, I find that Mr. Gallagher has failed to

establish by a preponderance of the evidence that his left

knee symptoms, medical treatment, and disability at issue on
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and after December 28, 2010, are in any way causally related

to the clamp truck incident that occurred on December 23,

2010.   

Issue 2: Did Mr. Gallagher Instead Sustain A Compensable
Left Knee Injury On December 28, 2010?

     Even where an injury occurs on the employer’s premises

during working hours, an injured worker must still establish

by a preponderance of the evidence that the injury arose out

of and in the course of his employment.  The phrase “arising

out of the employment” refers to the origin or cause of the

accident and the phrase “in the course of the employment”

refers to the time, place and circumstances under which the

injury occurred.  In order for an injury to arise out of the

employment, it must be a natural and probable consequence or

incident of the employment and a natural result of one of

its risks.  J. & G. Cabinets v. Hennington, 269 Ark. 789,

600 S.W.2d 916 (Ct. App. 1980).  By contrast, an idiopathic

injury is one whose cause is personal in nature or peculiar

to the individual.  Because an idiopathic injury is not

related to the employment, an idiopathic injury is generally

not compensable unless the conditions of the employment

contribute to the risk by placing the worker in a position

which increases the dangerous effect of the injury.  Kimbell

v. Association of Rehab Industry, 366 Ark. 297, 235 S.W.3d

499 (1996).  As the Arkansas Court of Appeals explained in
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Nu-Way Laundry & Cleaners v. Palmer, 12 Ark. App. 31, 670

S.W.2d 464 (Ct. App. 1980):

[T]he effects of such a fall are compensable if the
employment places the employee in a position increasing
the dangerous effects of such a fall, such as on a
height, near machinery or sharp corners, or in a moving
vehicle...

Inevitably there arrives the cases in which the
employee suffers an idiopathic fall while standing on a
level surface, and in the course of his fall, hits no
machinery, bookcases, or tables.  At this point there
is an obvious temptation to say that there is no way of
distinguishing between a fall onto a table and a fall
onto a floor, since in either case the hazard
encountered in the fall was not conspicuously different
from what it might have been at home.  The majority of
jurisdictions, however, have resisted this temptation
and have denied compensation in level-fall cases.  The
reason is that the basic cause of the harm is personal,
and that the employment does not significantly add to
the risk.   

Id. at 32 quoting Country Pride v. Holly, 3 Ark. App.

216, 219, 624 S.W.2d 442 (1981) quoting Larson, Workmen’s

Compensation Law, 12.11, 12.14 (1978).

In applying these legal standards adopted over 30 years

ago, the Arkansas Courts and the Commission have held, for

example, that a trucker’s fall while attempting to step out

of a truck onto the ground was not idiopathic but instead

arose out of his employment where his knee gave way while

descending from the lower step to the ground.  Crawford v.

Single Source Transportation, 87 Ark. App. 216, 189 S.W.3d

507 (2004).  Likewise, where a diabetic employee heard a

“pop” in his foot while pulling on a pallet of produce, and

where the record contained no indication that diabetes
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predisposed the employee to a foot fracture, a foot fracture

sustained while pulling the pallet of produce was held work

related and neither idiopathic or unexplained.  Swaim v.

Wal-Mart Associates, Inc., 91 Ark. App. 120, 208 S.W.3d 837

(2005). 

A teacher’s femur fracture sustained while swaying in a

dance with her class was held to arise out of her

employment.  Norman v. North Hills Service, Full Workers’

Compensation Commission, Opinion filed November 21, 2005

(F408828).  A nurse was found to have sustained a knee

injury that arose out of her employment under circumstances

where she was walking down a hallway and tried to turn to

speak to another nurse but her left foot remained planted on

the floor, causing her left knee to pop and hyperextend.

Mize v. University of Arkansas For Medical Sciences, Full

Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed May 17, 2001

(E804727).  Similarly, a health care worker’s leg muscle

injury was found to arise out of her employment when she

sustained the muscle injury as a result of walking hurriedly

to retrieve scissors to assist a patient, under

circumstances where her pace caused more strain on her leg

than ordinary walking.  Dubois v. Holt-Krock Clinic, Full

Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed August 21,

1997 (E418662).  A food server’s femur fracture arose out of

her employment under circumstances where she tripped and

fell when her foot got caught in a crumpled rug in her path.
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Flynn v. Ryan’s Family Steak Houses, Full Workers’

Compensation Commission, Opinion filed March 11, 2010

(F802382).  A factory worker’s fall arose out of her

employment where her fall resulted from stubbing her toe on

a temporary rickety stair. James v. Maytag Manufacturing,

Full Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed May 8,

2007 (F507964).  Likewise, a worker’s knee injury was found

not to be idiopathic where the worker’s injury was caused by

twisting her foot in a hole or trench while walking at work. 

Metamoros-Diaz v. Conagra Foods, Full Workers’ Compensation

Commission, Opinion filed February 16, 2011 (F903935).  

However, consistent with the majority of other

jurisdictions, the Commission has previously found that

workers’ falls on level, dry surfaces without some

extraordinary circumstance contributing to the resulting

injuries did not arise out of the workers’ employment. 

Specifically, the Commission has found several times that an

employee’s fall that occurred while walking across a dry,

level floor, with nothing about the work surroundings that

contributed to either the risk of a fall, or possibly

increasing the dangerous effects of a fall, was idiopathic

and did not arise out of the worker’s employment.  Crawford

v. Area Agency On Aging, Full Workers’ Compensation

Commission, Opinion filed November 18, 1998 (E612996);

Condrey v. Cedar America Full Workers’ Compensation

Commission, Opinion filed February 14, 2003 (E914507); 
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Wyers v. Securitas Security Services USA, Full Workers’

Compensation Commission, Opinion filed January 30, 2006

(F404193).  In fact, even a fall on stairs has been held

idiopathic, and not arising out of the workers’ employment,

absent an indication that the stairs either contributed to

the risk of the fall or the effects of the fall.  Whitten v.

Edward Trucking/ Corporate Solutions, 87 Ark. App. 112, 189

S.W.3d 82 (2004); Skelton v. Washington Regional Medical

Center, Full Workers’ Compensation Commission, Opinion filed

March 7, 2002 (F011984).  

In the present case, the evidence that would most

appear to support a possibility that Mr. Gallagher’s knee

locking was attributable, at least in part, to a risk of his

employment, includes (1) Mr. Gallagher’s 2012 deposition

testimony that the floor was wet and greasy on December 28,

2010, because a machine was shut down, and (2) the history

in the MRI performed January 4, 2011, indicating that Mr.

Gallagher presented “with recent twisting injury and knee

pain.” (Jt. Exh. 1 p. 23, Jt. Exh. 2 p. 77) 

However, I point out that there is no indication

whatsoever in Mr. Gallagher’s 2012 deposition, in Dr.

Holladay’s 2011 evaluation report, or in Mr. Gallagher’s

2010 medical reports, that Mr. Gallagher either slipped,

tripped, or twisted on either oil, water, a rough surface,

or on anything else when his knee unexpectedly popped and

locked up on December 28, 2010.  Instead, the history that
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Mr. Gallagher gave in his 2012 deposition, consistent with

what Dr. Holladay reported in 2011, is that Mr. Gallagher

was simply walking in a hallway area from the hose toward

the sink when his knee popped while he was walking to the

sink to wash grease and oil off of his hands. (Jt. Exh. 1 p.

23, Jt. Exh. 2 p. 145)

Consequently, I find that the record establishes that

Mr. Gallagher’s knee pop, and onset of pain and immobility

on December 28, 2010, was idiopathic and was not related to

any potential risk of injury associated with his employment. 

In addition, since the knee pop occurred on a level surface,

and since Mr. Gallagher did not establish that his work

environment somehow increased the damage to his knee once it

locked up, I find that Mr. Gallagher has also failed to

establish that his work environment increased the dangerous

effects of his knee pop, so as to possibly render his

idiopathic injury compensable. 

Since the record establishes that Mr. Gallagher’s work

environment did not contribute in any way to causing his

knee pop, or contribute to the amount of knee damage that he

sustained when the knee popped, I find the relevant facts in

this case are governed by the decisions in Whitten; Crawford

v. Area Agency on Aging; Condrey; Wyers; and Skelton; and

are distinguishable from the relevant facts present in

Crawford v. Single Source Transportation; Swaim; Norman;

Mize; Dubois; Flynn; James; and Metamoros-Diaz.  Because the
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facts in this case establish that Mr. Gallagher’s knee pop,

pain  and immobility on December 28, 2010, did not arise out

of his employment, I find that Mr. Gallagher failed to

establish that he sustained a compensable injury on

December 28, 2010.         

Issue 3: What Is The Potential Subrogation Interest Of Blue
Cross Blue Shield Of Illinois?

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-411 provides in

its entirety:

11-9-411. Effect of payment by other insurers.

(a)(1) Any benefits payable to an injured worker under
this chapter shall be reduced in an amount equal to,
dollar-for-dollar, the amount of benefits the injured
worker has previously received for the same medical
services or period of disability, whether those
benefits were paid under a group health care service
plan of whatever form or nature, a group disability
policy, a group loss of income policy, a group
accident, health, or accident and health policy, a
self-insured employee health or welfare benefit plan,
or a group hospital or medical service contract.

(2) The reduction specified in subdivision (a)(1) of
this section does not apply to any benefit received
from a group policy for disability if the injured
worker has paid for the policy.

(b) The claimant shall be required to disclose in a
manner to be determined by the Workers' Compensation
Commission the identity, address, or phone number of
any person or entity which has paid benefits described
in this section in connection with any claim under this
chapter.

(c)(1) Prior to any final award or approval of a joint
petition, the claimant shall be required to furnish the
respondent with releases of all subrogation claims for
the benefits described in this section.
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(2)(A) In the event that the claimant is unable to
produce releases required by this section, then the
commission shall determine the amount of such potential
subrogation claims and shall direct the carrier or
self-insured employer to hold in reserve only said sums
for a period of five (5) years.

(B) If, after the expiration of five (5) years, no
release or final court order is presented otherwise
directing the payment of said sums, then the carrier or
self-insured employer shall tender said sums to the
Death and Permanent Total Disability Trust Fund.

In the present case, the last identifiable medical

treatment that Mr. Gallagher received for his compensable

head and right thigh injuries was on the date of the clamp

truck incident, December 23, 2010.  At that time, Mr.

Gallagher was instructed to take the staples out from his

head injury in seven days. (Jt. Exh. 2 p. 69) The first

medical expense that Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois paid

for was at Collom and Carney Clinic on January 4, 2011, the

date that Mr. Gallagher underwent his left knee MRI. (Jt.

Exh. 2 p. 77) In addition, all of the documented medical

treatment that Mr. Gallagher received after January 4, 2011,

was for his non-compensable left knee problems, and none of

his documented treatment after December 23, 2010, was for

his compensable head and right thigh injuries.  Under these

circumstances, where Blue Cross Blue Shield of Illinois has

paid for medical treatment for Mr. Gallagher’s non-

compensable left knee problems, but has not paid for any
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treatment for Mr. Gallagher’s compensable head and right

thigh injuries, I find that Blue Cross Blue Shield has no

potential subrogation interest.

Issue 4: What Is The Potential Subrogation Interest Of
Disability Management Services?

In the present case, the parties have stipulated,

consistent with Mr. Gallagher’s 2012 deposition testimony

and consistent with his 2010 contemporaneous handwritten

notes, that Mr. Gallagher did not miss any time from work

due to his head and right thigh injuries sustained on

December 23, 2010. (Comm. Exh. 1 p. 2 stip. 3; Jt. Exh. 1 p.

22; Jt. Exh. 2 p. 83) To date, all of Mr. Gallagher’s time

off from work has been attributable instead to the pain and

immobility that he experienced with his left knee starting

on December 28, 2010.  

Since all of the claimant’s disability paid by

Disability Management Services is attributable to his left

knee condition, and since Mr. Gallagher did not sustain a

compensable left knee injury for which the respondents have

any liability, I find that Disability Management Services

has no potential subrogation interest.

Because Disability Management Services has paid, and is

continuing to pay, disability benefits for a left knee

condition which is not a compensable injury under the
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Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Law, and therefore has no

potential subrogation interest with regard to Mr.

Gallagher’s compensable head and right thigh injuries, I

find moot the additional potential subrogation/offset issues

that would have arisen had the evidence established that Mr.

Gallagher sustained a compensable left knee injury.

Those moot issues would have included, but perhaps not

been limited to (1) the consequences of Mr. Gallagher and

Domtar each paying a portion of the premiums on his long

term disability policy and (2) the consequences of

Disability Management Services having already taken an

offset for the temporary disability payments that the

respondent paid to Mr. Gallagher.  See generally Brigman v.

City of West Memphis, 2013 Ark. App. 66 and Mills v.

Arkansas Highway & Transportation Department, 2012 Ark. App.

395.        

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Commission has jurisdiction of this claim.

2. The employer/employee/carrier relationship existed
at all relevant times.

3. The claimant was hit by a clamp truck on
December 23, 2010.  He sustained admittedly
compensable injuries to his head and his right
thigh and did not miss time from work due to the
accident.  His medical bills were paid.
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4. The claimant was walking down a hallway on
December 28, 2010, when his left knee gave way
causing him to fall.

5. The claimant had surgery on his left knee on
January 18, 2011, for a meniscus tear.  The
respondents paid for that surgery.

  
6. The claimant was paid his salary while off work

from January 18, 2011, and then temporary total
disability benefits during the period from May 28,
2011, to October 12, 2011, at the maximum
compensation rate of $562.00.

7. The claimant had a total knee replacement on the
left leg on November 21, 2011.  No benefits have
been paid by the respondents for the total knee.

8. The respondents controvert in its entirety the
claimant’s contention that he sustained a left
knee injury on December 23, 2010, and/or on
December 28, 2010.  The respondents now contend
that the left knee injury and the subsequent
treatment were the result of the idiopathic
incident on December 28, 2010, and not the result
of either of the alleged accidents, and that
claimant cannot sustain his burden of proof with
regard to the alleged left knee injury.

9. The claimant had health insurance with Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Illinois, and they have paid
$39,022.58 pursuant to the itemized payment
history provided by them.

10. The claimant’s annual salary at the time of his
injury was approximately $103,000.  The claimant
has not received short term disability benefits
but has been paid long term disability benefits
representing 70% of his salary since around the
time that the workers’ compensation benefits began
on May 28, 2011.  The respondents paid for a
standard policy that covered 60% of his salary. 
The claimant elected to pay an additional premium
that increased the coverage to 70%.  The
claimant’s check was reduced by the long term
carrier to take into consideration the workers’
compensation payments during the period that
temporary total disability was paid.  These
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benefits will continue to be paid until the
claimant turns 65 years old on July 18, 2014.

11. Disability Management Services, the long term
disability provider, has not responded to letters
written to them by claimant’s attorney on July 17,
2012, and on August 22, 2012. 

12. The claimant has failed to establish by a
preponderance of the evidence that he sustained a
compensable left knee injury on either
December 23, 2010, or on December 28, 2010.

13. Because all of the payments made by Blue Cross
Blue Shield of Illinois and by Disability
Management Services have been with regard to the
claimant’s non-compensable left knee problems, I
find that neither Blue Cross Blue Shield of
Illinois nor Disability Management Services has
any potential subrogation interest with regard to
the admittedly compensable right thigh and head
injuries that the claimant sustained on
December 23, 2010.

  
ORDER

For the reasons discussed herein, this claim must be,

and hereby is, respectfully denied.  The respondent is

directed to pay the court reporter’s fees and expenses

within thirty (30) days of billing.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.

  
__________________________
MARK CHURCHWELL
Administrative Law Judge


